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Abstract 

In this paper we define in short way how decision taken by PM and CM of Delhi affects the life 

of people. How they affects the trust of people. What work gives good results and what work 

give bad affects. What works ruined their image in front of people and what work makes their 

image in respect of people. 

 

1. Introduction-  

Our Current PM full name isNarendra Damodardas Modi . He born in vednagar at 17 

September 1950. Vednagar comes under Mehsana district, Bombay State but now it is in 

Gujarat.Mr. Modi isthe 15
th

 PM of India. In 2014 general election, Mr. Modi gave a big victory 

to BJP which gave the party a majority in the Lok Sabha, which happens after 1984 in India.His 

education is completed in Vadnagar [1]. 

 

Current CM of Delhi full name isArvind Kejriwal. Heborn in Siwani, Bhiwani 

district, Haryanain 16 August 1968. He previously served as CM of Delhi from December 2013 

to February 2014, only for 49 days. His party won the 2015 Delhi Assembly elections with a 

majority, obtaining 67 out of 70 assembly seats.Mr. Kejriwal did his engineering from IIT 

Kharagpur from mechanical branch [2]. 

 

2. Work done by both members- 

A. By Delhi Current CM Mr. Kejriwal- 

a. Statement about rape cases- 

If we go back on Delhi December 2012 rape case when Mrs. Sheela Dixit was the CM of Delhi 

and was unable to take proper action against this case at that time Mr. Kejriwal was not in power 
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and said many statement like why sheela Dixit is on the post while she is not able to handle the 

situation and she should do something regarding this.  

 

Now talk about the present scenario we all know about the rape case with two little child 5year 

old and 2 and half year old and now the CM is Mr. Kejriwal and he didn’t take any proper action 

against it while he should do according to his previous statement. Instead he starts doing blaming 

game on the Lieutenant Governor (LG) Najeeb Jung and Prime Minister Narendra Modi [3]. 

 

b. Statement about blaming game- 

Before taking the charge of CM of Delhi Mr. Kejriwal said each and every statement against 

Mrs. Sheela Dixit like whatever wrong things happened in Delhi and if she was unable to 

handle that and if she said that I don’t have such powers then he told it’s just the way walk 

away from her responsibility. But now when he is in power then he should make all the things 

under control as he supposed from last CM of Delhi. But it didn’t happen andthe scenario has 

totally changed and his statements also, now he also starts talk like Mrs. Sheela dixisht that it 

are not in my control and every time starts blaming on Current PM. So in past he blamed on 

last CM of Delhi and now starts blaming on Current PM [3]. 

 

c. Making issue on Rohith Vemula suicide- 

Mr. Kejriwal has blamed to Mrs. Smriti Irani for the suicide of Rohith Vemula while it is clear 

from the suicide note given by Rohith Vemula that no one is responsible for his death. But he 

makes issue based on cast while from the papers it is not clear is he from sc caste or not because 

he got admission in general quotain the Hyderabad University. While he declared himself as a sc 

in the form but didn’t provide any proof in this respect.His father is fromthe Vaddera 

community. This community is labeled as a Backward Caste in Andhra Pradesh but not consider 

asscheduled castes [4]. 

 

d. Delhi CM appoints his sister in Secretariat for Rs 1.15 lakh salary per month- 

Swati Maliwal is the wife of Haryana AAP leader who is Kejriwal’s jija Naveen Jaihind. She is 

appointed as an adviser to the chief minister and she is taking 1.5 lakh salary per month. Besides 

this huge amount in the name of salary, Maliwal is also getting all additional facilities like 
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vehicle, an office in the Delhi Secretariat and luxury house [5].After this news Mr. Kejriwal was 

quickly deny to any relationship with Swati. While Maliwal has been associated with Kejriwal 

since India Against Corruption (IAC) days and Jaihind(Maliwal husband) is also a known 

Kejriwal loyalist [7]. 

 

e. Wasting the AAM Aadmi Money- 

 Sanchar Express exposed that Mr. Kejriwal with his family and wife of Kumar Vishwas 

were in Switzerland, which is the world’s most costly place for summer holidays. 

 Swati Maliwal isn’t the only one to be given such a plum posting. There are nearly 200 

party workers and their relatives who have been adjusted as advisers and supporting staff of 

ministers [6]. 

 Mr. Kejriwal spending crores of public money in advertisements for political gains, even 

now planned to shell out a whopping Rs 520 crores on FM radio ads [10]. 

 

f. Delhi govt hikes VAT on diesel, petrol-  

Delhi government raises the prize of diesel and petrol initially by 96 paisa per liter and diesel by 

53 paisa and also raised VAT on petrol to 27 per cent from 25 per cent. So, the VAT on diesel 

was increased from 16.6 per cent to 18 per cent. Thus Petrol costs Rs.59.99 per liter as against 

Rs.59.03 a liter previously and aliter of diesel later costs Rs.44.71 as opposed to Rs.44.18 

previously. In the same way many time the prizes gets hike in petrol and diesel and in respect of 

VAT also.While before coming in power CM announced that he will reduced the cost of petrol 

and diesel and also said we will reduced the cost of petrol up to 38 Rs. per liter [8]. 

 

g. Ink attack on Kejriwal- 

The woman who throws ink on kejriwal her name was Bhavna arora blame that party is involved 

in CNG scam via odd-even rule of which I had a sting. She wanted to meet Mr. Kejriwal and 

transport minister but they refused to meet. She also claimed CNG stickers were issued on bike 

numbers. "They have done scam in CNG and I have evidence to support it”. She told against 

AAP government over the sale of more than 1 lakh CNG stickers to non-CNG cars in the 

national Capital exposes double standards of the government [9]. 
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h. CM statement over MCD people- 

A complaint was filed against CMof Delhi that he told lies to the people of Delhi by saying that 

MCD are not under the government's control. Brijesh Shukla who is from Swaraj Janta Party did 

the complaint. After that this is claimed by the shukla that Mr. Kejriwal had come out with 

anapology in the form of full-page advertisement in newspapers in October last by saying there 

were some misunderstandings regarding a strike by MCD employees.Brijesh also said that action 

should be initiated against CM for misleading people and spending public money for spreading 

lies [11]. 

 

i. Supreme Court scolds Kejriwal govt at water issue- 

Court asks to Delhi government that why not ministers are not taking to Haryana government for 

resumption of water supply to Delhi that had been affected due to Jat quota stir instead of sitting 

in their cabins. Also told “You people instead of solving the problem at government-to-

government level are moving the Supreme Court You want everything on a platter,”[12]. 

 

B. By Delhi Current PM Mr. Modi- 

a.Disrupt fund flows to terrorists- 

At Vigyan Bhawanour PM said about the asset recovery at the 6th global focal point conference 

on that terrorist get the funds from all criminal activities like smuggling of narcotics, bank 

robbery, vehicle theft, fake currency, or from state sponsors. So we work on the disruption on the 

funds of terrorist which reduce the ability of attacks by them. He also said “Targeting proceeds 

of crime is an important element in this fight against crime. Hence, there is an imperative need to 

focus our efforts to enhance international cooperation in the field of asset recovery for fighting 

crime, corruption and terrorism,"[13]. 

 

b. PM coins new 'five Es' mantra at Science Congress- 

In Mysuru in103th Indian Science Congress (ISC) PM gives new five E’s mantra and the five Es 

are Economy, Environment, Energy, Empathy and Equity. PM said that "Economy is when we 

find cost effective and efficient solutions, environment -- when our carbon footprint is lightest 

and its impact on ecology is least possible, energy -- when our prosperity relies less on energy 

and energy we use keep sky blue and earth green," and empathy would be when efforts were in 
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tune with one's culture, circumstance and social challenges while Equity is when science 

advances inclusive development and improves welfare of the weakest. These five E’s are comes 

from the Albert Einstein's general theory of relativity - E=MC^2. 

He said thatour all technologies motive is same that we can give better life to our country and 

world people in every manner like health wealth and power [14]. 

 

c. PM give startups 3-year tax holiday- 

In the initial three year of new business government give tax exemption until the equality fund 

which it receives will not exceeds the firm’s fair market value. It will give a big relief in starting 

of the business. This 'Start up India' program initiate to build a strong ecosystem for growing 

innovation and also give sustainable economic growth and generating large-scale employment 

opportunity for the people of India. He also said a mobile app is used for interacting with the 

government and regulatory institution for fast racking on legal issues. There are some other 

initiatives like building innovative centers, Research Park, etc [15]. 

 

d.Gold monetisation scheme- 

The people who will do investment in this scheme in the form of gold will get exemption from 

income tax and capital gain tax. In this scheme the first initiation of 35 kg is taken by the 

Somnath temple trust Gujarat. Because of slow response of this scheme there is slight change in 

the scheme allowed gold depositors to give their gold directly to the refiners without the 

involvement of Collection and Purity Testing Centers, wherever it is acceptable by banks. By 

this scheme government can monetize idle gold lying in households [16, 17]. 

 

e. Different way of working style- 

By doing hanging out by our PM in different countries India brand tagline has been changed and 

India also come at the place of attraction for tech and innovation biggies in IT , energy and 

education sectors. By changing the work style our PM get India-US-Japan trilateral relationship 

and the US starting work on an aircraft carrier. While Japan joining US-India Malabar naval 

exercises, freezing a nuclear deal and snagging a massive high-speed railway project.Mr. Modi 

make foreign policy and trade walk together, not hang separately [18]. 
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f. Make in India- 

This scheme is based on the foreign direct investment and for ease of initiatives of business. It 

will make India as a global hub and will create millions of jobs for unemployed persons. It 

encourages companies to invest in India and also increase manufacturing in India so increase 

productivity in India. Thus increase GDP and tax revenues in India [19]. 

 

g. Digital India programm- 

Under this scheme 22 initiatives are taken by the government like digital infrastructure, digital 

empowerment, on-demand government services and promotion of industry. It provides 

government facility online and also expands internet connectivity so that rural areas can also get 

connected. It also increases electronic goods manufacturing in India. So we can say it like a 

digital highway of India. Under this scheme government is also working on the concept of digital 

villages so that we will have facilities like virtual classes and solar power-based WiFi hot spots. 

Thus can connect all India either city or village by the digital highway [20]. 

 

h. Swachh Bharat Abhiyan- 

This mission is based on the cleaning of cities and village of India. It starts on 2
nd

October. After 

some time many celebrities, politicians and academic institutions join this mission. In this 

mission total of 31.83 lakh toilets were built from April 2014 to January 2015. In this mission 

Mr. Kejriwal is also with our PM.But it is showed by the National Sample Survey Organisation 

(NSSO) that toilets built in rural areas were lying unused. While our one of objective of this 

mission is Change people’s thinking about sanitation and create awareness about Swacctha. 

Which shows after some time whena 104-year-old woman Kunwar Baifrom a village in 

Chhattisgarh’s Dhamtari district who sold her goats for constructing toilet at her home [21,22]. 

 

i. Japan offers loan at very interest to India for bullet train- 

By visit of our PM and by making good relation in respect of business with Japan only it become 

possible that Japan is ready to give its technology of Bullet train to India at very low interest rate. 

This interest rate is below one percent. This offer is like Japan's decision to give virtually free 

finance for Modi's programme and also shows that it is part of its broader push back against 

China's involvement in infrastructure development in South Asia over the past several years[23]. 
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There are many other schemes like Jan Dhan Yojna, Beti bachao beti padao yojna, Smart city, 

one rank one pension, etc organized by our PM for bright future of our country [24,25]. 

 

3.Conclusion-There is big difference in both the people even we can’t compare them because 

our PM never said a single words against any party that he or she is responsible for that wrong 

thing so Delhi current CM should learn something from him. PM never think about blame game 

he is always busy in only doing good work for our country growth in every manner which shows 

by his work while our Delhi CM always busy in blame game and do advertisement whatever 

their government did or not. 
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